Cabinet Construction:

- Doors constructed of ¾ solid wood frames and panels.
  ¼ Veneer plywood used for recessed panels.
- Standard ½ compact hinges (optional ½ & 1¼ compact soft closed,
  1¼ compact, ½ clip and ½ clip soft closed)
- Wall Cabinets are available in our standard heights:
  12”, 15”, 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, and 42”(all sizes are customizable)
- Adjustable ¾” thick shelves, full cabinet depth
- Face frames constructed of ¾” solid wood are joined with glue and
  self-boring screws
- Plastic corner Blocks are added for strength
- End panels are finished with applied skins
- Inset Toe Kick

Options:

- Body Material:
  ½ Raw Particle Board
  ½ White Melamine
  ½ Particle Board with Maple Paper
  ½ Plywood
- Vanities 18” or 21” Deep
  and range from 30½” or 34½” High
- Pull out drawers for base and tall cabinets
- Full Height base doors
- ½ depth ¾” shelves
- Flush toe kick base cabinet

Accessories:

- Tilt-out tray
- Lazy susan
- Slide-out Wastebasket
- Pull out Spice Rack